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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF Robert G. Baylor for the
Master of Business Administration presented May 18, 1970.
Title: Automated Information Retrieval
Systems for Legal Research
!
APPROVED BY THE" THESIS DIRECTOR:
N. Goslin
Purpose. This study of automated information retrieval
systems was und~rtaken to attempt to ascertain the extent
and development of a total legal information system.
Overview. Historically, lawyers have searched the
statutes and case law in the traditionally ~anual method.
Given consistent high standards of edi tin~:>~/"rlot too complex
materials, and a collection of manageable size, this manual
method will work to reasonable satisfaction, so long as a
document never changes in meaning or significance. Lawyers
point out that the present manual system is inadequate be-
cause with 30,000 new judicial decisions and 15,000 new
statutes being promulgated each year it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to search the law.
Methodology. The writer surveyed a selected sample
of legal firms to determine the methods or aids used in the
area of major management concern: (1) word processing,
(2) bookkeeping, (3) timekeeping, (4) library, (5) filing,
and (6) legal re$earch. Correspondence and interviews re-
vealed that only five firms are using a mechanical search
system, while only one firm was on-line with a computer legal
research system. Because law firms began addressing them-
selves to administrative problems only since 1960 t it was
necessary to make an investigation of the literature to
develop an information base for this study. The proceedings
of national law office management seminars were studied.
Interviews were held with law firm managers, interested
lawyers, the Chief Clerk of the Supreme Court of Oregon, the
Administrator for the Oregon Justice Department, and computer
and accounting system salesmen.
Discussion. The use of the computer as the tool to
use in a system for automated information retrieval for
legal research was first demonstrated in 1960 at the American
Bar Association's Annual Meeting in Washington, D. C.
Several experiments and studies conducted since that time
are discussed in this study. Two new systems seem to offer
significant promise for automated legal searches, (1) the
OBAR System, and (2) the Aspen System. Each is computer-
oriented and offers full text ("word for word") searches.
Resistance by lawyers to use an automated legal research
system is expected due to professional conservatism.
Recommendations and Conclusion. Law firms must con-
tinue upgrading their administrative functions in order to
be ready for a sophisticated automated information retrieval
system. A national organization such as the American Bar
Association will have to organize a joint effort for imple-
mentation of a full information system. Law school curricu-
lum will have to include a study of system analysis and com-
puter technology. Law firms will have to develop a new con-
cep~ of organization and work habits will need to be changed.
The use of automated information retrieval systems for legal
research will make lawyers more efficient and more profit-
able, without the need to increase client fees.
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INrl'RODUC':PION 11.ND OVERVIE~"
I" INTHODUCTION
mated information retrieval systems for legal research, and
will attempt ·to ascertain the extent and development of a
t:otal legal information system. A selected sample of legal
firms will be surveyed.
Problem~ Since the first nat:,ional confe:r'ences on la'i-<J
office economics were held in 1965, many law firms have paid
more attention to upgrading their administrative problems.
As these problems have been resolved, i:hc-= need for a. cornpre-
hensi ve information sys tem for the law firm has beCOH\G a.p-
parent.. Ij'ew law firms have such a sys tern bc~CaUSE? of t:-10ir
lack of familiari ty v"i ttl business systems <?nd their concern
over possible conflicts be·tween the firm I s system and the
individual methods of its professional people. (2G)
they start asking each other questions, and exchanging
ideas about economic practice and procedures. During the
early 1940' s, the ).\l.merican Bar l\ssociation (ABA) published
four articles on uLaw Office Organization .. " which have now
gone through seven editions, A questionnaire at that time
produced responses that rated iri fourth place the need for
articles on law office organization. The earli(~st. articles
2'written in 1926, by DwightG .. HCCartYr (32) and Reginald
Heber Smith, (16. Introduction) have been reprinted through-
out the years, and are considered basic to law office
management. But it was not until the first national confer-
ences on law office economics were held in New York City,
(38) and in Chicago, (5) 1965, that the legal profession
made' a concerted effort to establish a base for improving
the business methods of law firms. The ABA acknowledged
as early as 1960, t.hat law firms were managing their "busi-
ness II not much different than the "horse and bu.gg-y days .. il
l\ J.961economic st.udy for attorne:ls in the State of Ore90n
(10) indicates that lawyers have not kept up with the times
in business methods. Continuous studies of the economic
problems of lawyers emphasize ·that the individual lawyer
must look to himself for a substantial portion of the cure.
(5~ 6; 1; 38) A 1968 study byPa~l G. Ulrich, (7. pp 195-
226) indicates that even though many law firms have made a
substantial effort to increase ·the efficiency of administrative
systems they have neglected one of their most critical needs,
which is a workable information retrieval system for their
own work product. Mr. Ulrich indicates that a law office
-~
information retrieval system is normally at the low-end of
the scale in terms of inputs and outputs, and only when the
·information needs become sufficiently large enough in volume
and frequency can a law firm consider computer-oriented
retrieval systems~
3Tlle N~~Sl..l.~.)!~· an_~nf:.E_~~·ti~S.Xs!-_~. Need for an in rA
formation storage and retrieval system of some kind should
be obvious. The mass of documents as well as the ever in-
creasing dependence upon those documents, makes it neces-
sary to find better ways fo:: st.orage and re"trieval. Morris
L. Cohen, (4. pp 183-194), points out that with 30,000 new
j~dicial-decisions and J.5,.00.0 nev'1. sta~l.1tes being promulgated
each }l'ear, an in formation' sysfem'is·,nec.essary ,·to;;provide
prompt and accurate reports of current status and authority.
'I'he pra.ctice of law is becoming increasingly complex I bot:h
as to the:body of the law and the intricacy of the facts~
Mechanical Aids. ·Por many years the only mechanical
equipment la~~firms used were typewriters and adding machines.
Many firms today have little else in the way of office equip-
ment, but more firms are acquiring copy machines an.d auto-
mati.c 'typewriters.. Very few ha.ve their own Automatic Data
Processing or Electronic Data Processing Equipment. Several
business firms and government agencies can now accomplish by
computer searches of law, or other legal information4 (12)
Experiments in storing and retrieving legal information are
discussed in Chapter III.
!~e_~f?rrnation Age. We are now in the advent of
another era, which the literature characterizes as the u age
of information. 1f New techniques will-be required to govern
information storage and retrieval. The growth of these new
techniques has provided business firms with better informa-
tion systems. Demand from law office clients for faster,
4more efficient service requi.res that lawyers use better
tools and techniques. (31)
II.. DISCUSSION
General. Prior to 1965 no national survey studied
the ,management problems of law firms. Several. state Bar
organizations;' conducted their own" survey. Those survey re-
suIts indicated'the need fora more positive direction for
law office management. The 1965 ABA Conference \Vas in part. g
a~esponse to that need. All state studies were economics
oriented, and t.hE~ rate of response to questionnaires mailed
(72% in Oregon}' (10) indicated high att.orney int,erest ..
(
Li t:tle interest was expressed to\vard ,the dev'21opment of
"systems "--·be they accounting, timekeeping, or i.nformation
systema. Lawyers, like other professionals, tend to rebel
at the idea of conformity in~licit in the idea of a system~
fJ.'he primary goal of any II syst.em" for the lawyer is more
efficient, economical service to his client. The attain-
ment of this goal will give the individual lawyer more time
to develop his professional competence, more remuneration
for his professional services, and less concern over purely
routine matters~ (26)
Barriers to Understanding. According to Mr. David
Fried of the ABA (Interview--Decenilier 1969), there are
probably less than 100 firms in the country working on in-
formation systems. The study of a system is difficult be-
cause of the diffuse t:erms bei.ng used in the literature.
Writers are still groping for a "common n definition. Some
other barriers to understanding are:
l~ The new awareness by lawyers of the sUbject
matter,
2. The fact that everyone seems to be doing some-
thing different, and
3., .A distinct difference between the ostensible and
real· goals of .an ..information. system.
The objective is to improve If;gal research and infor-
dation processing. A genuine information system will re-
,quire changes--in firm organization, manag'ement, att.i tudes
and philosophies., and in utilization of -time c
5
Structural Definition.
,prised of five components:
1. Data gathering,
An information system is com-
2. Information storage and retrieval,
3. Analysis,
4. Communication and transmission,
5. Information presentationd
-j
~~ement Funct.ions. The major areas of manage-
ment concern in a law office can be viewed as:
1. Word processing--the daily production of the
---~
finished manuscript, including drafting, revising, com-
paring and proofing, finalizing and duplicating, and com-
pletion of mailing, delivering, and filing with the
proper official, or client.
6
."I
do not have any control over their library materials, are
not aware of their word processing failures, and are unable
to easily control or find materi.als or records in the files.'
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Sig~ificance. The importance of a study of an auto-
mated legal research system is becoming more apparent each
~assih~ ~~y; In£6rm~tibh i~£ii~val' i~ the process by which
attorneys.~gath·er information. As demands o.n their t.irne be-'
come greater, attorneys must find faster ways to do their
legal research. (4)
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The writer has used both primary and secondary re-
search to develop an information base for this study.
Sources consulted include: the American Bar Association~s
~roc..!::e~J_I~gs of the 1965, 1967, and 1968 Nati.onal Conferences
on Law Office Economics and Management~ interviews with
managers of law firms, the Chief Clerk of the Supreme 'Court
of Oregon, and the Administrator for the Justice Department
of Oregonj correspondence with law firms; interviews with
interested attornE.~Ys; and inte,rviews wi th compu·ter and ac-
counting salesmen. An investigation has been made of
secondary source materials concerned with the subject.
Briefly, the procedure used in gathering information
for this study was:
1. ffi1alysis of the literature to determine what has
been written on the topic.
2. Interviews with'managers of law firms~
3. Correspondence wi th firms selected on a samplE~
. basis , determin.ed by their participation in national J.a\v
office conferences. See Appendix A for a discussi.!on of the
", carrespondence,•.
4. Attendance at the National Law Office Conferences
~~n New Orleans and San Francisco, and attendance at the
Oregon State Bar Convention in 1969.
5. Int.erviews with directors of the American Bar
Association, Chicago, Illinois.
V. OU'I'LINE OF' 'I'HE S'I'UDY
Chapter I - Introduction and Overview
Chapter 11- General Con~ents on Information
Retrieval Systems
Chapter 11I- Automated Information Systems for
Legal Research
8
- j
--~
Chapter IV-
Chapter V -
Chapter VI-
A Proposed Integrated Legal
Information System
Conclusion and H.ecommendations
A Look Into The Future
CHAP'rER II
GENERAL CO~~ENTS ON INFORMATION
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
r. BACKGHOUND
Introduction. Information is the essential ingre-
- i
dient which every lawyer needs to analyze his case. .An
€xamination of information systems properly shou.ld begin
with the present state of the art~ Many books have been
wri tten about computer technology, cornputer progranrrning,
systems engineering, systems design, and systems analysis,
but virtually none have been written about the information
s·torage and retrieval problems of la'l/.] firms. It. has only
been during the second (1966) and third (1968) National
eonferences on Law Office Economics and Management that
the problem of information storage and retrieval has been
considered. The fourth conference, to be held in New York
City in May 1970, will again consider the problem. It was
therefore necessary to examine the literature relative to
the salient characteristics of an information retrieval sys-
tem for the "business world II to det:ermine if such charac-"
teristics are appropriate for the information needs of the
legal profession.
II. NEED FOR INFOR~~TION RETRIEVAL
Some of the important factors contributing to the
10
need for development of an information retrieval system are
the steady increase in technical progress and the growing
volume of abstracts, trade journals, law· school reviews,
case law, and regulatory rUlings (many of whi.ch are dedicated
to increasingly detailed areas of specialization). The
sheer volume of 30,000 new judi.cial decisions each year
"(~) is overwhelming by itself.
In an Aspen Systems· Corporation' news re~leasevc1ated
April 15,'1'969 (J. Walter Thompson Company New~), i·t was
reported that over 200 million words are contained in the
statutesfo;r all 50 states. Manual search techni.ques are
incapable 'of correlati~g all the state statutes ~ Inforrna:- ..'....
tion is being made available too fast, with not enough time
available to read, u.nderstand, or re'tain much of it. As
specializations intensify, the problem of bridgingtne gap
between ~isciplines becomes increasingly difficult.
III. INFOP~~TION AND DATA
"Some writers make a distinction between data and
information, whereby the former refers to a mass of un-
structured facts f and the latter to structured facts as-
sembled in a meaningful fashion. II (41. P 54) A good deal
is written in the literature about information and data, and
/
writers tend not to differentiate clearly between the two
concepts. One of the clearest distinctions is set forth
by Williams (49), who points out that the significant dif-
ference between information and data is that data is
11
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(4) output devices, and (5) control unit.
Since users (lawyers) are all sea.:.::ching the same
materials (statutes, regulations, rulings, etc&), the infor-
mation system should be a uniform one. Rather than each
firm attempting to develop a unique system, joint effort
will help cr:eate a broader base system, wi th lower per user
, cost.
IV. RETRIEVAL REQUIF~~lliNTS
Purpose. The purpose of this section is to describe
the significant. charact.eristics of an information system
for lawyers.: The basic assumption is that the majoroqjec-
tive of an information system is to bring relevent :~nforma-
tion in usable form to the right user at the right time
so it will help in the solution of the user's problems.
Thus, the development of p'n information system consists of
translating a user's needs into a design for, and eventually
the creation 9f, a physical configuration of facilities,
personnel, communications, and equipment.
General. This system is concerned with the two major
areas of lIinformation II for lavlyers:
1. The search of the statutory and case law, and
2. The search and retrieval of work products previ-
ously done within the law office.
~... Search of s~atutorl.. and case 1~., 'Normally
included are three basic searches:
13
1.. State
(a) Constitution
(b) Revised statutes
(c) Decisions of the Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals
(d) Trial court decisions
(e) Administrative. rules a.nd re~Jula-'
tions.
2. Federal
(a) U. S. Constitution
(b) U.. s. Code
(c) u. S. Supreme Court decisions
(d) Circuit Court or District Court
decisions
(e) Agency rules and regulations not
otherwise specifically covered.
3. Qther States
Searches similar to own state search, as
in 1 above ..
B. Law office information retrieval~ The system"
would include all office-generated memoranda,
briefs, opinion letters, and research notes.
When prepared, each would be coded and filed
according tb'an index system which would permit
selective location and retrieval of the docu-
ments. With proper indexing, the documents
should be easily available.
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and retrieval has long been the normal way to gather
i.nformation. Automated sys terns can provide lar.vyers wi th
accurate, fast, comprehensive, and economical ways of doing
research. Some known systems are:
Automated (computeri?ed) legal research. In recent
years many. advancements. havepe.~n J'Il~d~. in the use of coro-
puters in management, administration, accounting, and infor-
'~niation retrieval systems. Hany of the "hardware H and \I soft-
ware tI systems for these activi ties have been adap·ted for
the use of lawyers (12; 13; 31). Some have been adapted
to legal research. ;Theseco~lputerized.legal research 5yS-
terns are of two general types:
1. Indexed System~. These are systems in which in~,
dexed information simi.lar to that of the v'lest Key Number
and Digest System is stored in a computer. The information
can be retrieved for review by the lawyer if he knows the
index title.
2. Full Text Systems. The full text system is a
recent. development for the legal profession. (12) Full
text of the material ("word for l,olord") is stored in the com-
puter. This approach appears to be more flexible for the
lawyer. A researcher can initiate inquiries without refer-
ring to preestablished phrases or numbers. One such system
now in use in Ohio is the OBAR System, operated by Data
Corporation, 7500 Old Xeria Pike, Dayton, Ohio 45432.
1 t··
.....)
Another operating system is Aspen Systems, The Webster
Hall, Pit.tsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213. The Aspen System
is the outgrowth of a project started in 1956 to compile
a treatise on hospital law at the University of Pittsburgh
Health Law Center.
The impetus for creating or modifying an information
·systemgeneralljf, arises, ..from:
1. The firm's desire to improve an existing system,
2.. Improvements brought about from advancing tech-
nologYr and
3.. Improvements detect.ed in the course of 10ng--
range planninq.
Office Informatione Apart from the need for an
overall system to search case law, there is a need for a
method by which to retrieve office-produced information.
Historically, firms have used an inadequate index card sys-
tenl. The correspondence and interviews indicate that most
firms have di.fficulty agreeing as to which index method to
use, i.e. the Harvard System, or West Key Number, or any
other suggested system. The McBee Keysort System has been
used successfully by small firms, but as needs and com-
plexities increase, that system has proven deficient. Most
firms do have some kind of a system, but the correspondence
indicates that all firms surveyedare'anxious to find a
better one.
-,
IG
~~£_._ c;ornputer Sys tem. During the desiqn of the com-
puter system .it is important that the system designer and
the ultimate user work closely together" Frequently mis-
understandings develop between them. Almost as often the
problems are not resolved to the satisfaction of either.
Both the designer and the user should be aware of the
'fact ..t:ha,t.inform~ti~n systems. generally never have enough
capacity. Due to the rapid change of technology, changes
~~re often necessary, so the mechanisms for accomodating
~':;change must be available. 'roo often capaci ty problems
(pass by de£ault to the system operator, who may lack
'the ingenuity t,o solve t.hem"
Summary. The need to design a system with a great
deal of elasticity is essential in that technol.ogy is
changing every day. ~"1hen evaluating i.nformation processing
equipment, and the size of the information bank: la~7ers
must provide for both present and future contingencies.
They must plan for increased workloads both in volume and
complexity; they must be able to consider the modular use
of equipment in order to add new peripherals; and they
must be able to maintain an educated guess regarding future
developmenJcs.
In order to get the most from the computer, it may
be necessary to merge the admini.strative data processing
functions with the information processing functions.
With the present body of state statutes containing
17
over 200 million words, and over 30,000 new judicial deci-
sions each year, lawyers need a more efficient method to
process new information. Adding to these, legal abstracts,
administrative rUlings, and law school revie\~~s, it can be
seen why lawyers are having a difficult time absorbing all
the information. The use of a computer seems to be a
l.ogicala.pproach.
-1
CHAPTER III
AUTOMATED INFORPffiTION SYSTEMS
FOR LEGAL RESEARCH
I. THE COMPUTER IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW
Introduction. An examination of the utility of the
computer as the tool to assist lawyers in their research
must s·tart wi th an examination of lawyers I research rnateri-
alsiand needs. It is clear that lawyers use a variety of
ma~erials covering a wide range of subject matters and
topic headings.. Lawyers are concerned vli th library re-
search. They must have a means by which to access the
statutes and judicial decisions, books on the subject, and
treatises which comment upon the precedents. 'I'he.re is an
ever-growing volume of precedents~ and the job of indexing,
let alone searching out the required precedents r is becom-
ing more and more complex. Unfortunately, many lawyers
are unable to perform more than a cursory examination of
the precedents. Frequently they will spend many unproduc-
tive hours digging through indexes, trying to turn up
leads.
Once the attorney gets into the area of decisions,
rulings, and regulations, at both state and federal agency
levels, the problem of covering all the ground becomes
almost unmanageable. Another: source contributing to infor"-
mation in the field are law school reviewso The problem
--~
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of gathering toget.her, comparing, and evaluating all of
.thi.s information becomes an impossible one when attempting
to correlate it by hand.
Additionally, law offices produce a large volume of
research notes, opinions, memoranda, and briefs. Fre-
quently this valuable information is "lost" because of in-
a.d~quate· indexing- and. ever poorer. f'i).ing.
Computer Systems. During the past two or three years
a11tomation has been used for some portions of law office
±rlformation needs. Two main approaches exist. One ap-
~·oach is that of using full text as input to the computer
system; the other is essentially an indexing system t:o be
placed on the computer. The indexing method uses an index
prepared by people VinO read the documents and·assign one
or more index terms to each item$ These index terms and
the citation are placed in computer readable form and added
to the information base of the computer research system.
The other approach. uses the full text of the document as
the input to the compu·ter sys'tem, t,hus permi tting the com-
puter to construct a searching file of the document.
According to John F. Harty, Jr. (12. p 53), the
first demonstrati.on of the applicability of the computer
to legal research occurred in 1960 at the American Bar As-
sociation's Annual Meeting in Washington D. e., when
the searching of statutes was demonstrated. Two systems,
the Ohio Stat.e Bar Association Automated Legal Research
20
System (DEAR) and Aspen Systems~ will be discussed later
in t.his paper.
Ot.her Co~.~t(:r~ses. In addi tion to using the com-
puter as a vehiclH for searching out and retrieving Uthe
law," there are other types of "information" that can be
most conveniently handled by the computer. Trial lawyers
and, courts·< are, plagued by.. docket .. can,trol problems: trial
number assignment, plaintiff and defendant identification
(parti.cul:~~rly when there are man)? plaintiffs or defendants
involved i'n a rnultiplici·ty of charges), names and addresses
ofwitnes~'es, thecomplexi ties of sUbject headings and
topical, phrases, andthe'control of the court calendar,
all present special problems. The planning of estates,
tax problems, general court administration including jury
management, legislative redistricting, congressional activ-
ity, keeping track of government llpolicies" and adminis-
trative law, are all "information" concepts that lend them-
selves to computer applications. It would seem to be in-
evitable that the use of the computer for legal research
and information storage and retrieval will become a nonde-
batable question, merely because of the sheer volume and
ever-growing complexity of the law.
II. SOME OF THE EXPERIMENTS
The ABP~Stt1dy. The American Bar Foundation and the
International Business Machines Corporation in 1963 engaged
in a joint investigation of the application of electronic
21
information processing equipment to the handling of legal
materials. Their study represents a part of a larger
America.n Bar Foundation project which deals \<1i th an analysis
of~legal research methods and materials in general. The
study was presented in 1963, entitled liThe Computer as a
Tool for Legal Research." (19) The pilot work and basic
'experiments in automatic org,C,l,n:Lz~t~on and retrieval of
legal literature was discussed. Correspondence wit~ the
Ame:fican' Bar Foundation (December 1969) indicates that
after presentation of the paper, the project ran agro~~d.
Not':mu:cl1 more was produced after:' that point in time.
The Plan. The· overall plan for the pilot experimen·t
was to convert raw text to machine-readable form. The
steps planned for the experiment were:
10 Conversion of text to machine-
readable form.
2.
3.
4 .
Machine construction of a thesaurus
(11 index word space II) ..
Abstracting and indexing.
Searching.
5. Recognition.
Conclusions of the Report. The report draws up some
general characteristics for an ideal system for storing
and retrieving legal literature. As pointed out by the
authors, the characteristics are ideals, which may be and
probably are less than totally obtainable, but they do ex-
press an objective~ The four characteristics are:
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l~ Information sh~uld be stored, based on language
rather 'than indexing ..
2. Updating and correlation of the information
should be a computer function.
3. A wide variety of searching strategies should
be available.
4. The user should be able to approach directly
the' store of informa.tion.
The "Point of Lawn approach as devel-
oped in 1'962 by t.he late Robert G.. Morgan, an a.ssistant pro-
fessor of business law at Oklahoma State University, is
another ,t~chnique. (20. P 85) It is an automated system
using a key' number approach. The system has three opera-
t.ional features which distinguish it from conventional
manual methods.
1. The system is capable of searching for numerous
"concepts" at one time.
2. All the law is searched in answer to each query,
so when no response is received, there is a
fair degree of certainty that no precedent
exists on that particular question.
3. The researcher may select the type of output
he wishes in answers to his request.
The Point of Law approach has served as a stepping-off
place for research into automated storage and retrieval of
case law ..
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KWIC.. Another early experiment (1956) in informa--
Law Center turned to the development of new research tools
tion storage and retrieval was the "Key Word In- Combina-·
ti.on" system developed at the University ot: Pittsburgh. by
(20. P 87) His group at the HealthJohn F. Horty, Jr.
twhen their primary research tasks became overburdening.
C'In the pi ttsburgh system, the full ·tex·t of state statutes
'is entered into the computer via magnetic tape, with each
'Lsection of the statute treated as a document identified by
"an index number. Searches are accomplished by the researcher
<himself. He selects \I1ords which he believes would appea,r
'~"in a statute touching upon his problem. The Pittsburgh
system was ·the first to bring computer capabili ties to bear
on legal research problems. This system is oriented
purely toward language, relying solely upon the actual
words used by the statute writers. Professor Horty subse-
quently established Aspen Systems Corporation. 'I'heir cor-
porate goal is to store, retrieve, and reproduce any infor-
mation desired--faster, more accurately, more comprehensively
and more economically Lhan by traditional searching methods.
In some respects it is similar to Robert Morgan's demon-
Western Reserve Universit~. Another interesting
experiment was conducted by the Western Reserve University
--~
Center for Documentation and Communication. (19. P 90)
stration, that is, searching is carried ou·t via compu.ter
using an index prepared by human handlers from original
text. However, the indexing method is not conventional,
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at least not: from the point of view of the lawyers accus-
tomed to the West Key Number System., The Western Reserve
University coding system embodies a considerable refinement
of analysis over most indexing systems. Its indexing depth
probability is greater than that of most conventional sys-
tems.
pa:tatrol corporatio~. ,Experimen:t.s with the partici-
pation of the Datatrol Corporation uti.lizing association
factors an:Cl rnathema,rtical concepts have been conducted.
(20. p 92)' It appears that none of these mathematical ap-
proacheshave been particularly significant for the legal
professi.on', tho.ugh a good deal appears in the Ii terature
about such experiments for general purpose library use. (1;
14) There may be a meeting of the disciplines in this a.rea
at some future time.
University of Florida Computer Center" Citations to
all Florida legal periodicals were computerized in 1967.
(48) Although designed for expansion to include treatises,
no further mention in the literature has been made of this
experimental system.
Some Other Current Projects. (12) There are several sig~
nificantly large computer-based information system projects
at federal, state, and regional levels which have been de-
signed to improve law enforcement a.ctivities. All of these
are in various stages of analysis, design, implementation,
and operation; each is also being continually improved.
The more notable of these projects are:
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1. arhe National Crime Information Center (NCIC) I
operated by the FBI. Its chief function is to provide a
data base on stolen property and wanted persons, accessible
through remote terminals by police agencies throughout the
nation. Its main processor consists of two IBM 360/40 corn-
puters ..
2. Automatic State-wide Auto Theft Inquiry System
(AU110STA'rIS), operated by the California Highway Patrol.
~~his system provides a data base on stolen and wanted vehi-
cles, accessible through remote terminals by la'itl enforce-
;lnent agencies in California and adjacent areas. It i.s linked
to NCIC and uses two IBM 7740 computers.
3. New York State Identification and Intelligence
System (NYSIIS), operated by the State of New York~ Its
main purpose is to provide a data base on individuals with
arrest and conviction records and other intelligence type
matters. It will be accessible by law enforcement and cor-
rection agencies, and uses IBM 360/40 and Burroughs B-5500
computers.
4. Washington Area Law Enforcement Systems (WALES),
operated by ·the District of Col'llrnbia. V~ALES has a data
base on motor vehicles, operators, licenses, and other police
information. It is accessible by law enforcement agencies
in the Di.strict of Columbia and adjacent areas and by the
District motor vehicle departrnent. It uses an IBM 360/40
computer.
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5. The St. Louis Police Department Information Sys-
tern is a system for acquisition, storage, retrieval, and
communication of data on accid~nts, emergency calls, crim-
inal incidents 1 officer activity 1 and summon~~es. It uses
IBM 7040 and IBM 7740 computers to support police operations
in and around St. Louis.
6. '1'he chicago Police Department Sj;
'
stem, operated by
the Chicago Police Department. This is primarily a manual
inforniation system which uses uni t record equipment and a
small IBN 1410 computer to expedite police command, control,
and record keeping for police operations in and around
Chicago.
7. The Kansas City Automated Law Enforcement Re-
sponse Team (ALERT) System for the storage" rapi.d retrieval,
and display of data on 1V,,"anted persons, suspects, and indi-
viduals with criminal records~ It also contains informa-
tion on license numbers of cars owned by w'anted persons and
of stolen vehicles. Serving the 316 square mile area under
the jurisdiction of the Kansas City police, the system uses
an IBN 360/40 computer coupled "to IBH 2260 visual display
terminals in each of the seven police zone headquarters.
The 50-called Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
of 1968 (P. L. 90-351), with the funding it makes available
for innovations of this and other types at all levels of
government, will provide added stimulu.s for continued de-
velopment and introduction of computer-based information
systems for law enforcement and criminal justice purposes.
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tape the full text of decisions, both published and unpub-
lished, of the Comptroller General of the United St.ates and
the publishedcQurt martial reports. The Court of Appeals
of Ne\'J York is experimenting wi th inputting i.ts judicial
decisions in full test. There is a project also under way
to computerize city ordinances .f9r search, revision, and
publication. Law Research Service of New York City has
established a computer research service which uses an index-
ingapproach. In that system indexes to various judicial
decisions have been placed in machine-readable form and
through the use of a thesaurus the user could ask questions
of the system.
III. THE DBAR SYSTEM
Introduction. As mentioned ea.rlier, t.he Ohio State
S'tate Bar Association became convinced that the use of the
Ohio Bar 1-..ntomated Research (OBAR) r \1hich i.s a joint ven-
Bar A.ssociation has worked on a computer inJormation stor-
'rhe Ohio
age and retrieval system for the legal professione The
One terminal is in the attorney generalis office, while the
ture between the Ohio State Bar and t.he Head Corporation!
accessed by 10 terminal units located throughout the state.
went on-line (October 1969) with an information bank being
other nine are scattered among private law firms ..
computer was the way to develop an information system. They
launched a major program in 1966 to make the capabilities of
- .
--i
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the comput,e:c available to Ohio lawyers. In utilizing the
ODAR system, the la·wyer need know not.hing about electronics.
All he needs to know is la~tl.
Ful1_~:=)("~.-=~l2P_~ch. The law placed in the computer
~s entered in full text--it is not abstracted or digested.
Every word of every sentence in a case or stat.ute is plac-.:ed
in. the computer. Initially, all Ohio case law plus the
Ohio Revised Code and Constitution were put into the corn-
puter's disk storage.. IJater I oth~:?r material wi.ll be added"
Very simplYr the computer is used as an extremely rapid
reader of the le9a1 material.. It has the abili-ty to recog-
nize any word or combination of words specified by the
la"Tj7er who gives ins tructions to search the law. Not only
can the computer recognize a s'tatement of law the la~lYer
has given it (and tell himl whether orn.ot. that statement
of law appears on material stored in the computer memory) ,
it can also tell him in what case the statement appears.
If the attorney wishes, the computer can also print out the
full text of the case or statute. The computer does not
answer questions~ it does not analyze law. It searches
through a vast body of material and retrieves for the law-
yer those cases or statutes which contain language bearing
on the problem with which he is concerned. In effect, it
is a vastly superior index created new for each problem
the lawyer presents.
Once the lawyer becomes familiar with the teletype
terminal, he can usually find in a matter of minutes case
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or statute law which previously mi.ght ha've required several
I
hours, or in some cases even days, to find. Once the cases
or statutes are located, it: then remains for t.he lawyer
himself to make his professional analysis of the legal
material.
Some OBAR Costs. During February 1970 !1r. James D.
. VCU1d~gr~ft/offi.ce manager for the ,Oregon State Bar,
visi ted an OBl~R demonstration at the ABA midwinter meeting
in Atlanta~,' Georgia.. In his memorandum of Hareh 10, 1970
he reports that approximately $1,250,000 has already been
invested in conversion costs and development of the sys·t:em.
On-line users are charged $100 per hour for actual computer
time. Also, the user pays about. $100 per month for his
own t.elephone costs and rental of -telet.ype equipment.. The
Mead-Da·ta Corporation has avai1ablt~, in lieu of the tele-
type, a console with a Cathode Ray Screen and fast pri.nter
at a monthly rental of $350 per month. ~tr. Vandegrift is
convinced that automated legal research \vi·t11 the full text
system is a dynamic new tool for lawyers, law schools, law
libraries, and the legal profession. He reports that the
Oregon Bar is considering reco~nending this new concept.
IV. THE ASPEN SYSTEN
Introduction. Mr. Vandegrift ·has made available
his file of correspondence with the Aspen Systems Corpora-
tion. Sales literature and correspondence (1969-1970) indi-
cates that as of April 15, 1969, with the development of
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their System 50, the corporation has successfully computer-
ized the largest body of full-text information ever stored
in a computer, ·the storage of statutory Laws of 50 States ~
Aspen System 50 search results come in whatever form a law-
yer wan'ts, from .computer printout to computerized photocom-
position ready for the printer.
AeP_~~cation~. According to their sales literature,
J...spen System 50, as a new information product, has inunediate
value to all levels of government and to industry, as well
as to lawyers.
1. State statutes--200 separate agencies of the
federal government can now easily find conflicts
in existing s~ate legislation.
2. National corporations--provides up-to-the-
minute knowledge of ever-changing statutory law
(packaging, safety, etc.).
3. Trade associations and other lobby groups--all
of the current state information relative to the
association's interest.
4. Insurance companies--must know insurance statutes
for each state; also must know which states have
laws favorable to a new type of real estate in-
vestment.
s. state governments--will afford legislators
more creative time by timely providing all
relevant information.
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Special applications of Aspensearch are also avail-
able. Mr. John S. Hallls·letter of April 27,1970 indicates
that Aspen has: indexed and codified office materials for
some clients, aided in preparing the index to the new
Revised Statutes of Hawaii, created special litigation files
for lawyers, and aided in bill-drafting processes.
Other stored Legal Informa~io~. In addition to the
..
statutes of the 50 states, AspehSystems has put into com-
puter disks for storage and retrieval: the united states
Code; Unit'ed States Supreme Court and Circuit Courts of
Appeals decisions; Internal Revenue Code and Regulations;
and various other federal, state, and municipal legal infor-
mation. It also publishes the 'JHospi tal Law I'4anual."
Aspen Systems also provides custom-tailored legislative
reporting and other specialized legal information retrieval
services.
Search Technique. Searches are available on the full
50 states, anyone of five regions, specialized files such
as the 10 largest industrial states, or individual states.
Search output can be full text printout, context printout,
or citations from the computer. The system is maintained in
a current status by a special UPDATE file. Additionally,
by means of Aspen1s wholly owned subsidiary, Aspen Compu-
type, the text material retrieved from the search can be
photocomposed and bound in hard copy book form.
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V" CONCLUSION
Summ3~~. With the ever-growing volume and complexity
of the law I faster, more efficient. ways of retrieving in:f:or-~
rna·tion must be found and utilized.. Two such methods have
been recently developed by OBAR and Aspen Systems. Both
systems appear to be well constructed, and the literature
indicates that both are acceptable to users. It will be
necessary for an 'overriding association, such as the
American Bar l\ssociatioIlI' to make a study of both systems
and formulat,e a recommendation t:o enable the profession to
use a common system ..
CHAPTER IV
A PROPOSED INTEGRATED
L~GAL INFO~~TION SYSTEM
I. THE CRITICAL CRITERIA
Introduction. The volume of literature currently
being added to the storehouse of legal information offers
cause for concern over the inadequacy of presently used
t;echniques and tools for finding the law. ~los t lawyers
presently can create a hypothet.ical case that will resolve
hfs client·s problem. Then, by studying the method 'Used
to label the documents in the library, he can attach imagi-
nary labels to his hypothetical case and search for actual
cases bearing the same labels. This is essentially how
lawyers now perform research in case law wi"th the existing
manual tools. Given consistent high standards of editi.ng,
not too complex materials, and a collection of manageable
size, this system will work to reasonable satisfaction, so
long as a document never changes in meaning or significance.
But lawyers point out that pre~ent manual systems are
inadequate. (1; 7)
Essential Characteristics. Certain characteristics
of an Ilideal system" for finding law were postulated in
Chapter III. They were offered tentatively and with dissi-
dence. It is now possible to postulate a refined set of
characteristics for the ideal law finding system, which we
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can label the "critical criteri.a."
1. The notion that the ideal system should be based
on language rather than subject matter still appears to be
a sound approach. One way of achieving a language-based
sYs·tem is to store unindexed raw text in a "disaggregated
information base. II There are, however, certain obvious
and other not so obvious dravlbacks in. unindexed storage.
~he advantages of a language-based system probably can be
preserved and some of the dravlbacks of indexless storage
avoided if we can develop a system in which a machine con-
~tructs an index with absolute consistency in objectivity.
Two types of advantages result from indexing. First, there
may be advantages in economy such as a shortening of the
time lapse between the recognition of·a need for informa-
tion and satisfaction of the need. Second, there are ad-
vantages in the utili ty of the system t.O the user, such a.s
increased assurance of complete retrieval of relevan·t docu-
ments and reduction of the burden on the questioner .to know
the answer to his question. Language-oriented rnachine-
constructed indexes based on linguistic statistics hold
promise for the ideal system.
2. A built-in capacity for automatic large-scaled
reorganization and updating is essential where any form of
indexing or classification i.s used. The construction of
such routines is clearly feasi.ble for the computer when
the indexes to be reorganized have been constructed origi-
nally by machine according to consistent and objective
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routines ..
3. ~l examination of the research in the field of
automated law~finding confirms the suggestion that there
needs to be a wide variety of possible searching strategies.
In the systems that have indexes, the searching strategies
are index-oriented and thereby limited. The strategies
are oriented solely toward the occurrence of a word, a
particular word, and that word must be known to the ques-
tioner.
4. The requirement that the questLoner be able to
address the storag,e of information directly is not relaxed
by the introduction of an indexing system into the list of
ideal characteristics. Consideration of the systems now
underway, however, dces suggest that it is naive to state
the requirements so simply. The system should allow the
questioner to address the computer directly, and it should
not require him to describe that which he does not know.
It should be enough to describe the periphery of the whole
in his information, and then ask the system to fill in the
blanks.
5. The research already accomplished su9gests a ne\v
capability for the ideal system. There are advantages to
semantic and syntactical analysis and the elucidation of
meaning which should not be ignored. (l4) If we can achieve
a significant portion of such analysis by automated means,
we can retain those advantages while eliminating the
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disadvantages stemming from the subjectivity of an analysis
performed by humans.
II . THE BREAKTHROUGH
Interviews in December 1969 with Mr. David Fried and
'Mr. Richard Tempora, directors of the American Bar Founda-
tionin-Chicago,' indicate that most people involved in the
0~earch for a good information and storage retrieval system
·+for lay! firms are generally convinced that the OBAR approach
fis a significant "breakthrough." Almost to the man, every-
~:<>ne who has been exposed t.o tha't system feels that it prob-
ably is the best working ~ld easiest system brought to the
a:ttention of the legal profession during the pa.st 10 years.
B~cause the OBAR system is relatively new, there is virtually
no' Ii terature ava.ilable. This system has not: been on-lin.e
long enough to prove whether or not it will be completely
workable, but all early indications are that it will be.
The only major concern seems to be the cost of com-
puterizing new informationa No survey has ever been con-
ducted in the United States to determine the number of hours-
invested by every attorney in the country in legal research.
Economic studies all point out that every lawyer should be
investing approximately 1500 chargeable hours per year. What
portion of that time is actuall.y consumed by antiquated and
inefficient research methods is completely unknown. Given
an average value of $30 per hour for a lawyer's time, and
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the fact that there are literally hundreds of thousands
of attorneys throughou~ the nation spending some large pro-
portion of their time in information searches, it would
seem to be reasonable to assume that many millions of dollars
are annually "1ostll through inefficient searching techniques.
III. THE PROPOSAL
In light of the technological success of the OBAR
kystem and the Aspen System, the legal profession should
';consider utilizing a centralized computerized full tex·t in-
'I"ormation system. Sponsorship will have to be spea.rheaded
by the American Bar Association or some other national
legal organization, in order to break down lawyer resist-
ance to change. Massive legal information will have to be
converted into the computer bank. Fifteen or 20 sub-systerfi
computers should be located on a regional basis to handle
law office retrieval (office memos, research notes, e~c.)
and court docketing problems. Each of these· regional com-
puters could serve as a subpart of the total system, thus
relieving the master computer of local details. The master·
computer would have the responsibility for maintaining all
statutory and case law. A computer network system should be
developed with inter-ties between the various regional com-
puters and master file computer. For example, if a regional
computer were to be established in Oregon, it would serve
lawyers and courts for the States of Oregon, Washington,
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Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana, while an addi tional two com-'
puters might be required in California to serve the remain-
ing western states. Other COI~uters would be strategically
located throughout the remaining regions of the country.
Each regional unit would contain information relevant to
its geographical area~ As an attorney inquired the regional
computer, giving the parameter:s of the information needed,
the regional computer could corrununica te ,;,i th the master
computer.
A computer network system would be highly integrated
and~xtremely beneficial to the legal profession.
IV. INHERENT PROBLEMS
Administrative Problems. Law firms are st.ill trying
to resolve their management and administrative problems.
This will pI."esent the grea"test stumbling block to establish-
ment of a national legal information system. Law firms are
normally "managed" by the senior partner, or a management
c01llmitt~e comprised of several members of the firm. The
('
lawyer is also concerned \vi,th practicing "the law. As a
result there is little time to manage the firm properly,
and virtually no time to consider the possibility of utiliz-
ing mechanical aids to improve the administrative efficiency
of the office. Traditionally, lawyers have relegated to an
untrained secretary or file clerk the responsibility to or-
ganize and maintain all of the internally generated informa-
tion. Reliance has also been placed upon professional
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services to provide indexes and related headnotes to get
into statutes, case laws, and treatises.
Natural Resistance~ It is anticipated that a great
deal of resistance will be generated toward the use of the
computer because of reluctance to break with traditional
methods. The greatest proportion of practicing attorneys
today· are· not f-amiliar with simple data processing systems.
It is easy to understand their natural reluctance to con-
s~der something as "mysterious II as a computeri zed .infor~·
mation system.
Factor for Change. A factor for change will be the
e;lement of. time. Attorneys that are enthusiastic about
using the computer for inforITation searching are generally
the younger attorneys vlho have been accustomed to compu-ters
hin everyday life." Also, concerned law office administrators
are convinced that the computer is the only solution to the
ever-growing information problems of the legal profession.
Several state Bars have already investigated the use of
computer data processing. (7; 21; 3l) The more forward
thinking are aware of and concerned abou-t the "information
explosion" problem.
Slow Transition. Because of natural fear and reluc-
tance, due in great part to the conservative nature of the
legal profession, American Bar Association directors have
been suggesting a step-by-step approach. Given the und~r-
lying philosophy" of II crawling before running, Ii 1-1essrs. Fried
and 'remporo I as well as others, have been trying for several
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years to help law firms throughout the country upgrade their
administrative functions. Firms are no\v going to various
'levels of sophistication using administrative aids, such as
automatic typewriters and electronic accounting machines~
·National legal seminars and conventions include iu'their
symposiums some discussion of computer use. The presenta-
tions have been., eithe.~ so sket.chy or so sophisticated that
lawyers have not been convinced of the significance of the
:computer.
v • l\.DVA.~TAGES OF INlrEGRATED LEGAL INFOffillArr ION
One of the important characteristics of the proposed
information system is that it must be computer oriented ..
The logical structure of the computer network will make it
possible to have the computer perform the necessary informa-
tion storage and retrieval functions, linking all of the
various regional computers into one "master" integrated
system.
In the long run, the computer will do the research
job less expensively (or in a shorter time, which results
in less expense) than the traditional manual methods. It
seems that the computer will be the only possible vehicle
for handling the ever-growing volume of legal information.
In many situations, human effort, unaided by the computer,
will be too slow and too inaccurate to produce useful results.
Most businessmen decide to use a computer because it
will reduce the cost of a job. In many instances, however,
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the really significant benefits are by-products which
cannot be measured in dollars and cents.
As an example of speed and accuracy, Mr. David Fried
advised the wri ter of a demonstr-ation of the GBAR system ..
An attorney' wi.shed to find a specific landmark case,' and to
have a printout of the case. The attorney had previously
conducted- a manual search tha·ttook seven hours of research.
Given the :tact situation, the computer located the case in
less than 15 minutest additionally printing out a list of
relevant c'ases that were decided on the basis of the landmark
case.
The legal profession will have to weigh the benefits
of usi.ng the computer--oriented informaJcion system on other
than a cost ~avings criteria. SOIre of the benefits of the'
system, which may be difficult to quantify, are: (I) speed,
(2) economy in volume, (3) accuracy, (4) ability to handle
extremely large volumes, (5) interpretation, (6) legible
uniform results, (7) the benefit of the network size, and
(8) II instant. II cOIfu'Uunication.
CHAP'I'ER V
CONCLUSION AND RECONMENDATIONS
I. ADMINISTP~TlVE EFFICIENCIES
The ,Need to Improve. During the 1960's, law firms
through9u~ ;th.e natio~, ini,. tiatedsteps to accomplish admin-
istrative ~fficiencies. As indicated at national confer-
ences, coil'firmed by survey results displayed in Appendix A,
many firm~ still have a long way to go. There will al~ays
be a need 'to improve administrative functions. Firms are
still groping with resolutions to "routine ll problems, e~9.
the kind of indexing system to use for their files, what
types of file hardware to select, how to best IImanageH the
firm, how to maintain lawyers' time investments mid how to
bill, and how to develop more qualified staff support.
Recommendation. A professional firm must have an ef-
ficient business system as a foundation for the successful
conduct of its practice. The business system requires a
competent administrator to direct all nonlegal services.
Management of the firm would then be free to concentrate on
policy matters and long-range planning.
II . AUTOMATED INFORlllATION RElfRIEVAL
FOR LEGAL RESEARCH
Two ~eeds. There is a need for an information retrieval
system in two areas of the law: (1) searches of statutory
I
--i
-.q
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and case law, and (2) law office products. Several tech-
niques and experiments were discussed in Chapter III with a.
proposal presented in Chapter IV. Law firms traditionally
have attempted to develop retrieval systems for their office
product but have done little to consider other than manual
methods for case law retrieval"
Available Technolog~. Unitl 1969, the concept of
"'computerized law searching was regarded by most lawyers as
~ust that: an interesting concept, but not practical. The
,technology necessary for a computerized search of the law
now exists. At least two systems, OEAR and l\spen, have
:aemonstrated, ,the speed and quali ty of computer searches of
the law. The low cost per search (estimated to be in the
$'20 to $.50 rang-e) should be less costly than manual searches.• ,
High Cost of Conversion. DBAR has already invested
$1,250,000 in conversion of 'the law to its information bank.
The cost of converting for the Aspen system is not known by
the writer but because it already includes the statutes for
alISO states the cost is probably well in excess of OBAR's.
Much more lavl must still be prepared for the computer's in-
formation bank.
Recorrnnendation. Individual law firms will be slow to
accept a new innovation such as automated information re-
trieval for legal research due to reluctance to break with
traditional methods. Additionally, in light of the high con-
version costs, law firms cannot afford to develop their own
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system. Therefore, a national organization such as the
American Bar Association will have to orga"1ize and. conduct
a joint effort to coordinate development of an integrated
legal information retrieval system. Representatives of all
state Bar associations should participate in order that they
may inform and advise their members. Large firms should
~nitially exp.eriment wi th computeri,zed searches by mail.
Results of their experiences should be made availa.ble to
their stat::e Bar organization. If results are favorable, the
firm shoui~ then install a terminal unit to perform their
own search framing.
III. NEED FOR EDUCATION
Leadersh~y the ABA. A massive educational program
will have to be organized by the American Bar Association ..
Ultimate users (lawyers) will have to be convinced of the
benefit, speed, and reliability of computerized searches.
Informati.on about the system must be disseminated to the
profession. Lawyers will need to learn how to use the
comput.er-oriented system. Some law schools a're already of-
fering courses lor seminars in "Computer and the Law' (Boston,
Cornell, Houston, Illinois, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Rutgers-Newark, Virginia, Case-Western Reserve, and Pittsburgh).
Professor Reed Dickerson (12. p180) reports that few law
faculoties have anyone capable of teaching jurimetrics. One
step has already been accomplished by the preparation of the
ABA 's !teadings in I,lurimetrics. S.till more must be done.
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Recommendation. The curriculum of law schools will
have to be expanded "to include instruction in system analysis
and'computer technology. Almost all universities have a
computer which could be used for legal research and for
experimentation in some of the applications of the comput.er
t~chnology to law offices. Exposure to the new technology
wil,l do much to remove the fears that exist in th(~ profes-
s'ion about use of the computer. Thus the communication gap
~t\>"een technicians and lawyers will be closed, by providing
law students the opportuni.ty to work with computers on law-'
oriented applications*
IV. REQUIRED CHANGES
Firm Organi ~a tion and Work Habi ts .. A la\\ryer now
manually labors through the library searching case and
statute law. He then turns over the fruits of his labor to
his secretary-typist for drafting and redrafting. The law
firm has been a combination of lav.,yer and secretary. In
light of technological breakthroughs (automatic typewriters,
data processing equipment, and automated legal searches) the
firm will have to review its organizational structure, manage-
ment attitudes and philosophies, and utilization of time.
The distribution of authority in a law firm partnership is
not a critical choice ~n .terms of the financial success of
the firm. The response to computer technology may be the
critical element. Legal research, via the conventional
manual method, is a great consumer of the lawyer's time.
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A complete new concept of organization and work habits will
have to be developed if the firm plans to successfully in-
corporate use of the computer-oriented search technique~
Recornmendation. Law firms must learn to develop a
satellite of personnel around the lawyer in order to allow
him to develop and utilize his professional competence to
the fullest degree. In order to do this, they will have to
break wi·th such tradi tional II standards II as one lawyer-one
:s'ecretary" A lawyer spe.cia.list should be free to have time
::eo learn to use the computer-oriented search techni.ques no\'1
iivailable. Consequently, he \-vill spend less time in the
l'ibrary and will have more time available to resolve his
client's problems.
v. CONCLUSION
Lawyers need to be made aware of the advantages of
automated information retrieval systems for legal research.
An educational process as recommended will help. Demonstra-
tions of working systems (such as OBAR and Aspen) at national
and state conventions will dispel must of the mystery about
computer-oriented search systems. The use of automated in-
formation retrieval systems for legal research will make
lawyers more efficient and in many instances, more profit-
able, without the need to increase client fees.
CH1'.J>TER VI
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE
I. REVIEW
Introduc·tion. The application of computer network
planning tdmany kinds of legal storage and information
retrieval problems provides a significant link between the
dynamicso£' time-consuming actions and all o·ther informa-
tion requi~ements of the legal functionw In the future,
the use of' ·the computer will be applied to new areas of
endeavor. Integrated information storage and retrieval
systems will be made possible through master file defini-
tion, proper identification and coding to correlate all
files, and computer automation of file updating and report
generation. These developments will lead to the establish-
ment of a general systems theory for the legal profession.
The previous chapters have discussed and attempted to
explain some of the basic problems of developing an infor-
mation storage and retrieval system for the legal profes-
sion, particularly in light of the fact that the 1960's were
devoted primarily to upgrading the administration function.
~his chapter is devoted to a discussion of the future sys-
terns ..
An information stora.ge and retrieval system is a tool
that should be used for action.. It provides a means for
recording and communicating all of the laws, statutes,
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decisions, administrative rulings, and other related legal
information. The systematic discipline inherent in the
system approach forces proper indexing, planning, and moni-
toring of information.
II. THE OUTLOOK
Sev~tal dimensions of the proposed information system
can be expanded by the legal profession, including:
(1) the -a:t~as of application, (2) the scope of applicati.on
within an ~rea, (3) the degree of integration with other
legal information systems, (4) the degree of automation,
and (5) the development of a general systems theory for
projects, law office management, and legal research.
l~ Ar~as of Appli.catio~. In addition to the appli-
cations already discussed, the basic technique of utilizing
a computer as a master file for storing and retrieving
legal information should be broadened to cover many other
new areas of interest for the profession. Every industry
and every government agency is constantly adding to its
o~n information storehouse. It is safe to say that the
legal profession will be able to aid these other disciplines.
As new laws are stored in the computer memory, information
should then be available to "customers" other than lawyers.
In<.!.ustrx.. Corporate marketing departments will need
a thorough and up-to-date knowledge of state laws. 'rhe
subjects to be searched vary widely and include corporate
law, product warranty, packaging, work environment, liability
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for occupational diseases, pollution control, consumer
finance, and medical assistance.
Insurance companies. Al though the la~fls governing in-
surance are usually found grouped in state insuranq.e codes,
there are numerous instances where relevant, laws ate hidden
in other codes. A master file of all laws contained in
the computer can be quickly searched.
Tradeassociations~ Ready access to state statutes
can help them promote favorable legislative changes within
a specific state.
Government. Many writers have commented upon the
need for computerized information systems for the federal
and state governments. (12. pp 80-116) Some specific ap-
plications are:
A. Court administration. In addi t.ion to processing
data for clerical purposes, the computer can be
used to analyze information for jUdicial
- ~
ma~agerial purposes. Justice information sys-
terns (multicourt information) would automate
all civil and criminal dockets in the region,
researchable case law today) could be stored
including integrated judicial files~ Past
trial court cases within the jurisdiction (un-
tion to assume equal population districts is a
simple but tedious and repe'ti tive process, ideal
Legislative redistricting. Totaling of popula-
.in the information system.
B.
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for a computerized information system.
c. Congressional activity. Budgetary information
and the statutes authorizing legislative bodies'
fiscal responsibility could be correlated.
D. Legislation. Current information on all present
laws relating to proposed bills and resolutions.
E. Basic government rules, policies, and adminis-
trative law ..
F. -c-'~Tax administration. A possible tieline wi th
the Internal Revenue Service's Automatic Data
Processing Master File System, to help analyze
needed changes in tax law.
G. Law enforcement and criminal justice informa-
tion, as a means for improving those processes.
Real property. Attorneys need to make comprehensive
searches of land records.
Ultimately the information system will be able to en-
compass many other new areas of application. The use of
an information and storage retrieval system could also be
used in phases of financial functions. As each firm pre-
pares a proforma profit and loss statement on a regular or
quarterly basis, such information could be set into the sys-
tem to develop relevant statisticsG The information could
be transmitted back to participating law firms.
A comprehensive system would be extremely useful in
handling complex projects, or new legal issues, as they
arise. For example, the legal and financial actions required
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to arrange f organize, and consununate highly complex cor-
porate mergers and acquisitions could be planned by using
the information system.
The time involved in legal research should be greatly
reduced, thus optimizing the legal expertise of the attorney.
Wherever planning, analytical evaluation, and massive data
an~d information banks are concerned, a computeri zed informa-
tion and storage retrieval system can be of value.
2. Scope of l\pplicatior~.. A second dimension in which
the information system will be increasingly used in the
future re~l~ates to the scope of the application for particu-
lar law firms. As firms learn to use the computer informa-
tion system they will broaden their use of it. The benefit
from the information and storage retrieval system will in-
crease directly as the scope of the system itself increases.
3. Degree of Integration with Other Systems. A third
way in which use of the information system will increase
is the degree to which it is integrated with other related
informati.on and management systems. Data and information
from other systems should be integrated with this system,
as law affects many different disciplines. It would be
reasonable to assume that the system could introduce key
elements of time and sequence of action into all of the re~
lated systems revealing what actions must be accomplished,
when, and in what sequence" .More complete integration of
these present systems would greatly improve the validity
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and credibility of information in this system. The specific
pattern which this integration will follow is not clearly
evident I hO\'lever. Artificial bar:('iers blocking ·the free
flow of dat.a and information among the legal profession and
other disciplines must be eliminated to achieve a new total
system. Specific points of attack for this purpose should
include: (1) a master file which should include a total
file of info;rmation and data encompassing all aspects of
the law I (2) coding schemes which should be predicated l.Jpon
a common base, integrated and unambiguous throughou·t the
profession, (3) automatic file updating in order to provide
a continuous floW' of input information, and (4) report
generation which should be flexible and able to respond to
fast response (on-line, real-time).
4. pegree of Automation. This assumes the use of
large mass-storage data devices with direct access, includ-
ing the use of such innovations as cathode ray tube display
equipment and "light pencils. II
5. Development of a General System Theory. The auto-
mated and integrated information system proposed in Chapter
IV will enable la~"lyers to do significant resears;h into any
';~'f" . .."
legal question. In the past, much of the data and information
available to attorneys has too often been incomplete or made
available too late to be used in arriving at the proper
legal conclusions. The systems approach will offer an in-
creasingly Ureal-time II picture of the la\v. Attorneys have
had to develop great talent for making intuitive judgments,
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or for assessing the variables and unknowns in the law by
rules of thumb, shrewd guesses, and sharp feelings.. In the
future a computer i.nformation system will force them to
think more explicitly and analytically, and help them to
formalize their decision-making processes. The use of the
system should help them arrive at better decisions, given
certain sets.of circumstances, in a more expeditious manner.
The development of a g-ene:ral systems theory should be
undertaken by the American Bar Association 0 Linked with
"computer processing, continuous remote input, and dynamic
'display, a total legal information system would provide at-
torneys with all relevant information. Further, as continued
efforts are made to describe and analyze operations using
these techniques which have an almost limitless capability
to integrate data and information, the profession should
expect fundamental, irrevocable changes in the organization
of firms'''' in' the types of skills required to be a lawyer,
and in the processes necessary to educate oneself for the
profession. The concept of an automated master information
system is a new and untested concept. The approach may have,
suchfcundamental effects that the profession should conserva-
tively expect to have profound, social, political, economic,
and legal impact on a vast spectrum of human endeavor in the
}"ears to come.
Conclusion. The word "Jurirnetrics U \'las suggested in
1949 by Mr. Lee Loevinger (12. pp 179-180) as a useful word
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for activities involving the scientific investigation of
legal problems. Th~ underlying concept and spirit of this
chapter could well be summed up in that one word, "Juri-
metrics." Included in the definition of the term is the
use of advanced technological methods for legal research,
and advanced mathematical techniques such as the applica-
tion of mathematical logic to predict the results of liti-
gated cases. Lawyers seem likely to benefit also from a
general acquaintance with decision. theory, symbolic logic,
semiotic and general analysis. combining these with a gen-
eral introduction to computer technology covers most of
what many"now call the field of "Jurimetrics."
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development, plus the pitfalls involved in manag-
ingsuch networks and utilizing data emanating
from them. '
45~" Stevenson, Noel C. HOld to Build a More Lucrative Law
Practice. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Executive
Reports corporation, 1967.
A guide to attorneys to help establish basic
business procedures, so as to convert financial
opportunities into higher and more equitable per-
sonal income.
46'. S\vimm, Charles H., et al. "Computerized Document
Preparation," Law Office Economics and Manage-
ment, Vol X, No .. 4 (February 1970),pp. 411-437.
A description of how the computer is being usea
by some agencies for docket control.
47. Terry, George R. Office Management and Control.
Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc. 1966.
A tex·t concerned wi. th the actions of administra-
tive management. Part 3, dealing with "The
Office and Automation," was useful as background
material; managing in the new office technblogy;
the systems and procedures approach; the total
sys"terns concept;_ source data automation;
computers--technical considerations; computers-.-
managerial considerations; and computerized
office applications. Information is maintained
in a single data stream by utilization of the
" total systems idea.
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48. Wilkins, Betty. "Current Comments," Law Library
Journa~, February 1968, p~ 27 •
. Citations to all Florida legal periodicals on
any topics or combinations thereof have been
stored for retrieval of legal data in the Uni-
versity of Florida Computer Center. Designed
for use by Florida attorneys, the project is
currently being.expanded to include -Florida
legal treatises. See 4 University of Florida
Law Center News 2 (August 1967); 41 F1orida~Bar
Journal 81 (February 1967).
49. Williams, william Fe Principles of Automated Infor-
mation Re'trieval. Elmhurst., Illinois: The
Busineas Press, 19653
.~ This book is intended to eradicate an imaginary
and rapidly disappearing bou.ndary line bet'\'leen
data processing systems:and information retrieval
systems. Part 1 of the book is an introduction
for'the executive, while ,the remaining four parts
of the book provide background and techniques for
s~stem designers and operationists.
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Appendix A. A RLVIE\v 01;' THE CORRESPONDENCE
During October 1969 the author initiated correspond-
ence with 59 law firms, requesting information about their
information storage and retrieval system. Surveyed were
selected registrants attending the National Conferences on
Law Office Economics, held in 1965, 1967 and 1968. Selected
were ~hosefirrns which had indicated at the conferences,
their progress in administrative areas. The sample group
4ncludes program leaders, guest speakers and lawyers whose
',:firms have lI a dvanced ll administrative or information systems.
~,'5.'hese firms are all II leaders II in one respect or another in
:,law office management .., The 59 requests were distributed
over 23 states, to firms ranging in size from five lawyers
to. over 200 lawyers.
The concept of automated information storage and re-
trieval is a relatively new one for the legal profession.
Although study has been under way for more than 10 years,
it has only been within the last two years that the profes-
sian has shown any real interest. Insofar as most firms
are still concerned with administrative problems, it was
deemed that those firms which have already "solved ll admin-
istrative problems would be the firms most likely to be
working on the development of information systems. The 59
firms surveyed were selected from a total list of 290 reg-
istrants. Responses were received from 40 firms.
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Administrative Functions. Twelve firms report they
are using data processing equipment, either their own or
service bureau, for timekeeping and general ledger account-
ing. An additional four firms reported using a manual time-
keeping system. The remaining 24 respondents advise that
they each have a manual bookkeeping system, which includes
their timekeeping function, at varying levels of sophistica-
tion. "Systems" range from Ii saving daily time tickets for
future billing" to service bureau printouts of all relevant
general ledger and billing/timekeeping information.
Only 10 firms indicated their use of automatic type-
writers, e~g., IBM's MT/ST, in spite of the fact that all
40 firms advocated improved word processing efficiencies by
using automatic typewriters.
Information ,Systems. Every respondent mentioned and
discussed the use of an index card system for cataloging of
office files. Several firms indicated a recent switchover
from closed drawer files to open shelf files.
Only five firms felt they had a workable search and
retrieval system for office-produced documents. They use
the McBee Keysort card system, vlhich utilizes a.n 8!:2" x 11"
preprinted card with notches cut out of the four edges. By
sorting, and inserting an "ice-pick" in the a.ppropriate holes,
only the relevant cards will drop away, while the others
are retained by the selector sorting needle. After review-
ing the summary of information on the index ca.rd, a lawyer
can inunediately locate the i.nformation he is seeking, if
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it has been indexed~
Of the five firms using the manual system, one firm
indicated it took almost three years to record all of their
office memoranda, opinions, and research notes. Their sys-
tern contains over 3,000 index cards'and a lawyer can search
the entire file in less than 25 minutes. Their management
conunittee discovered that with the volume of index cards
that must be 'maintained, and the complexity of information
n;eeds, the needle sort system is i.nadequate. As a conse-
quence, the firm has ordered an IBrvI 360, and is attempting
to program for the computer their accounting requirements
'and library index system. The other four firms using the
needle sort system have not yet completed all indexing, but
feel that with what has been indexed, searches are easier.
Every respondent indicated the desire to be advised
of any good working information system that might be con-
sidered usable for their firm.
Conclusions. Conclusions that have been drawn from
the correspondence are:
1. Law firms are stiil trying to resolve administra-
tive functional problems.
2. Only a few firms are satisfied with their present
administrative systems.
3. No law firm has a satisfactory office information
retrieval system, although most firms employ a
IIworkable ll system.
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4. No law firm reported an automated information
system capable of searching statutory and case
law. Some governmental or institutional agencies
have within the last year (1969) subscribed to
computerized search services.
5. Every law firm is interested in developing an
efficient, inexpensive, "information system." One
problem is that each firm defines the need at a
different level of sophistication, ranging from
"what kind of shelf cabine·ts to use? II t.O " a defi-
nite need for a regional computeri zed sys tern. I!
6. Individual law firms are not capable of producing
an automated broad-base information system, and
must look elsewhere for such a system.
When available, the respondent included samples of
paper forms, flow descriptions of procedures, and copies
of materials relating to information or data systems they
had investigated.
Table I is a list of the firms responding, indicating
the methods or aids used in areas of major management con-
cern. One would think that there would be a correlation
between the size of firm and use of administrative or infor-
mation processing aids, but this survey does not so indicate.
A correlation does exist between age of law firm management
and use of "modern tools." The younger the managing partner
(or members of the management committee), the more receptive
is the firm to use a mechanical or computer systems approach.
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Adams, Duque and Hazeltine
Los Angeles, California
American Bar Association
Chicago, Illinois
Baker, Botts, Shepherd & Coates
Houston, Texas
Bigelow, Robert P.
Boston, Massachusetts
Blackstock, Joyce & Pollard
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Burleigh, Carey & Gooding
La Grande, Oregon
Carrington, Johnson & Stephens
Dallas, Texas
Corey, Byler & Rew
Pendleton, Oregon
DeMeo, DeMeo, Foster & Waner
Santa Rosa, California
KEY TO FIRMS
12 Fulbright, Crooker, Freeman, Bates
& Jaworski
Houston, Texas
13 Fulop, Rolston & Burns
Beverly Hills, California
14 Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
634 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, California
15 Halstead and Crocker
Santa Ana, California
16 Hennessey, Curran, Jansen & Kelly
Spokane, Washington
17 Hill, Farrer and Burrill
Los Angeles, California
18 Holman, Marion, Perkins, Coie & Stone
Seattle, Washington
19 Jones & Maupin
Los fu'1.geles, California
20 Kadison, Phaelzer, Woodard & Quinn
Los Angeles, California
21 Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz
& Masters
Chicago, Illinois
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22 Kottkamp & O'Rourke
Pendleton, Oregon
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32 Oregon State Bar
Portland, Oregon
23 LathaY'{l &: Watkins
Los Angeles, California
24 Lewis, Roca, Beauchamp, & Linton
Phoenix, Arizona
25 Mayer, Friedlich, Spiess,
Tierney, Brown & Platt
Chicago, Illinois
26 Meserve, Mumper & Hughes
Los Angeles, California
27 Hodrall, Seymour, Sperling, Roehl
& Harris
Albuquerque, New Mexico
28 Montgomery, Barnett, Brown & Read
New Orleans, La.
29 Murphy, Huiskamp, Stolper,
Brewster & Desmond
Madison, Wisconsin
30 Naman, Howell, Smith & Chase
Waco, Texas
31 Ohio Bar Automated Research
Columbus, Ohio
33 Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro
San Francisco, California
34 Strong, Poelrnan & Fox
Salt Lake City, utah
35 Sullivan & Cromwell
New York, New York
36 Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan
Atlanta, Georgia
37 Texas State Bar
Austin, Texas
38 Texas Trial Lawyers Association
Austin ,'Ilexas
39 Voegelen, Barton, Harris & Callister
Los Angeles, California
40 Wright, Harlor, Morris, Arnold &
Glander
Columbus, Ohio
41 Davies, Biggs, Strayer, Stoel and
Boley
Portland, Oregon
42 King, Miller, Anderson, Nash & Yerke
Portland, Oregon
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43 Mautz, Souther, Spaulding, Kinsey
& Williamson
Portland, Oregon
44 American Bar Foundation
Directors, Messrs. Fried and Temporo
Chicago, Illinois
45 Oregon--Public utility'Corr~ission
Asst. Director, Don Armstrong
Salem, Oregon
46 Oregon--Executive Department
Management Analyst, Don Mezirow
Salem, Oregon
47 Oregon--Executive Department
Asst. to the Director, Kenneth Underdahl
Salem, Oregon
48 Oregon--Administrative Asst. to the
Supreme Court, Mr. McCollough
Salem, Oregon
49 Oregon--Clerk to the Supreme Court,
Mr. Sercombe
Salem, Oregon
50 Oregon--Court of Appeals
Chief Judge Schwab
Salem, Oregon
51 Oregon--Attorney Gener~l, Lee Johnson
Salem, Oregon
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The need to better handle the volume and integration
of both data and information is a problem not confined to
large organizations \.;ith heavy computer investment. Very
broadly, the spectrum of equipment covers:
1. the general office machines field
1. duplicators
2. adding machines
3. desk calculators, and bookkeeping and
accounting machines
4. typewriters
5. automatic Il word processor" type'\.vri tors,
. lBut ~ ~1II,/s·m ~~ • e .. , h S J.'. .L. f e ....c •
6. dictation equipment
7. service bureau, central word processing
8. high speed addressing equipment
9. office copiers
10. punch card equipment
Ilv special filing equipment for visible fi1-
ing, and reference document retrieval
12. microfilm
13. cormuunication aids, i.e., facsimile
machines and transcribers, and moving
document devices
14. Iniscellaneous equipment, including paper
cutters, paper punches, binding and
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folding equipment, etc.
2. the sub-computer spe~tru~
1. programmable, electronic-accounting
machines, including peripheral memory
devices, e.g., magnetic-striped ledger
cards
2. equipment with electronic circuitry, with
added computational ability and greater
speeds
3. external storage devices, with random-
access II memory II
4. small computers, e. g., I.B~1' s System
360/Hodel 20
"I. IIfirst generation: 1I relatively large in
scale, vacuum-tube design, heavy reliance
on punched card input/output, limited
high speed magnetic-'core or rotating drum
internal· memory, and reliance on machine
language coding rather than the later
higher level simplified languages
2. Itsecond generation,1I solid-state transis-
torized computers, incorporating use of
random-access storage devices, central
processors with expanded high speed mag-
netic-core storage, and use of symbolic
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languages
3. "third generation,lI featuring miniaturi-
zation, integrated circuitry, thin-film,
high speed memory techniques, ex·tremely
large capacity random-access storage r
central processor able to provide on-line,
real-time acdess, and time sharing capa-
bilities \'li th remote terminals ..
Today there are nine major producers of general pur-
pose computers, \vi th specialization predominantly in soft-
ware. A few of these manufacturers have systems installa-
tions for very small-scale users ($1,000-$3,000 monthly
rental), small-scale ($3,000-$10,000 per month), medium-
scale users ($10,000-$30,000 per month), and large-scale
users ($30,000 and over, per month), thus offering a wide
range of equipment and systems, that can by the use of the
modularity structure, be II cus tom-designed ll for any type
business, or application.
1. Burroughs (Series 500 through B-B500)
2. Control Data Corporation--CDC--'(Series 8090
through 6600)
3.
4 .
iii 5.
~
-
6.
General Electric (Series 115 through 645)
Honeywell (Series 516 through H-8200)
International Business Machines--IBM--(Series
1130 through 360/85)
National Cash Register--~CR--(Series 500 through
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century 200)
7. Radio Corporation of America--RCA--(Series 70/15
through 70/55)
8. Scientific Data Systems--SDS--(Series SDS 945
through SDS 940)
9. Sperry Rand's Univac (Series 9200 through
1108-11.
Technological sophistication of the peripherals, and
developroen·t of the systems approach also has an impact on
the capacities and capabilities of the available equipment.
(al input/output, source data acquisition, and
display equipment, e.g., cathode ray tube units,
video data terminals, graphics display termin-
als, and other television-type techniques; audio
response systems; use of microfilm techniques;
machine readable mark-sensing, optical font,
magnetic ink-characters readers, optical page
readers, and on-line terminals.
(b) time-sharing devices, which make it possible to
corrununicate with, and use, a computer via a
remotely located teletypewriter terminal unit.
(c) telecorrununication: data, voice, and message
transmission at extremely high speeds by use of
such sophisticated devices as multiplexing
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equipment, automatic transmitters, typing and
nontyping reperforators.
(d) data processing service centers, which are able
to provide users access to computer equipment
or service, without the capital investment, by
charging a "usage" ra-te.
(e) ~ata banks and information services, still in
their infancy, but very likely to have a
tremendous impact on a Htotal system ll for
accumulation and use of mass computerized datal
information files.
(f) continuous improvements in program and software
techniques.
